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lamp, the clborhim ("house of the body/' in Arabic),
and the Gospels, which rest on the sacred cloth called the
antimins. Any table may be temporarily converted into
an altar if the antimins be placed thereon. In large
churches there may be two smaller altars to the north and
south of the high altar.1 In Saint Mark's, at Alexandria,
these are actually parts of the building, being merely shelves
in circular niches in the east wall of the church. Such a
shelf constitutes, in most churches of the East, the table
of oblations, or medhbah, literally the place of sacrifice,
where the holy gifts are prepared in connection with an
elaborate service, to be noticed later. Each separate table
must have its own medhbah to the north. Where there is
but one table the medhbah is supposed to be in the pro-
thesis; however, at the Matardy Church, where the sanct-
uary is tactually divided into three separate rooms, the
medhbah is a small wooden table in the bema itself, to the
north of the altar. In the east wall of the cathedral
church of Alexandria there are six circular niches of equal
size, three to the north and three to the south of the great
altar. The shelf of the first niche to the north constitutes
the medhbah of this great table or altar; the second shelf
stands for another table or altar, having for its medhbah
the third shelf. The first niche to the south contains the
medhbah of the third altar, which is constituted by the
shelf of the second niche; the third niche is not used. In
the Greek Catholic churches side altars have been intro-
duced in the nave.
In the Orthodox churches the nave is usually bare of
seats, as it is the practice for the men to stand during the
service, but there may be stalls at the sides for the aged
and infirm. Benches, however, are coming into use in the
United churches. At the west end there is a gallery for
women. In churches where there is a pulpit, this is usually
attached to the north-west pillar, being approached by a
circular stair. From this pulpit the deacon should read
the gospel. The baptismal font is sometimes found in the
south-west corner. In front of the screen on either side of
1 Found also in Jacobite churches.

